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SSET Materiel Test Procedure 7-2-510
20 April 1972 Yum Proving Ground

U. S. ARMY TEST AND EVALUATION COMfMnD-

COMMON ENGINEERING TEST PROCEDURE

AIRDROP SYSTEM COMPONENTS

1. OBJECTIVE

The objective of this Materiel Test Procedure is to describe the
engineering procedures required to determine n:he operational suitability of

qzs various airdrop system components including parachutes, platforms, harness
and hardware. These components are described in Appendix A.

2. BACKGROUND

Tactical airborne operations require that combat forces and their
Slogistical support elements (weapons and materielb4 be transported and air-

dropped into an objective area to support and resupply operational ground
forces. The airdrop systems employed for these operations must be capable of
safely delivering the combat forces and materiel under various environmental
and terrain conditions. Airdrop systems are designed to provide a high degree
of operating reliability and are constructed of materials that provide the
durability required for the reuse of these items.

The airdrop systems are composed of various components selected
according tc type of airdrop planned, the weight and configuration of the
load, and the type of aircraft used for the drop. The various types of air-
drops are described in the Glossary.

This engineering MTP is concerned with the testing of those airdrop
system components which are employed in the extraction, deployment, retarda-
tion and impact phases of the airdrop (parachutes, platforms, harness, and
hardware). These components should be tested as a part of the complete system.
They should be subjected to various operational conditions, load factors, and
handling, to simulate (as closely as possible) actual tactical conditions.
The test procedures should verify that the airdrop component meets or exceeds
the component design criteria as stated in the applicable Qualitative Materiel
Requirements (QMR) Small Development Requirements (SDR) or Materiel Need (MN).

3. REQUIRED EQUIPMENT

a. Supporting Aircraft and suitable airport facilities
b. Test Item and Maintenance Package
c. Static Airdrop Test Facility
d. Drop Zone and Supporting Items
e. Support Vehicles (emergency and recovery)
f. Meteorological Support
g. Photographic Equipment (still and movie)
h. Communications (Aircraft to Ground and Ground to Ground)
i. Telemetry Package and Supporting Ground Station
J. Inspection measuring tools and scales (weight)
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4. RE•RFreNCES

{A. Army Regulation 70-10, Research and Developmp-itq- Test and
Evaluation During Research and Development cf ?:ateriel.

B. Army Regulation 70-38, Research and L)evelopr i Research
Development, Test and Evaluation of Materie"' For Extreme
Climatic Conditions,

C. Army Regulation 70-39, Research and Developvi.t; Criteria for
Air Transport and Airdrop of Maceriel.

D. rECOM Regulation 750-15, Mbaintenance of S[ ;'ies and Equip-
ment: 'Maintenance Evaluation DurinTesti.

E. TECOM Regulation 70-23, Equipment Performr a Report.
F. TECOM Regulation 385-6, Verification of S felt of Materiel

SDuring Testing.
G. AMC Regulation 385-12, Verificatici. of ... y of Materiel

from Development Through Testing, Produt,-kon and Supply to
Disposition.

H. Army Materiel Command Pamphlet 706-130, 2agineering Design
Handbook, Design for ,\ir Transport and •ardrop of Materiel.

I. fLL-STD-210A, Climatic Extremes for i',itary Equipment.
J, raiL-STD-b69B, Loading Envir'nmen t and ,elated Requirements for

Platform Rigged Airdrop Mater~e].
K. MIL-STD-814B, Requirements forC iedown, Suspe.sion and Extraction

Provisions on Military ,Materiel for Airdrop.
L. .IL-STD-858, Testing Standard for Personnel Parachutes.
M. '-flL-E-5272.;(ASG), Environmenta" leotLi nl Aeronautical and

As.ioc iatd EXui pjýwnvnt General Spec ifi ca tion For.
N. ,MLL-P-6645G, ParachutozPlersnýntael_ General Specification For.
0. MlIL-P1-i5fA, P!,rdh•l) t er)onnou. Detail Manufacturing

Instructions F"•r.
P * 11P-762()B, P' zchut autes and Coii,, Ca , EXraction and

DecoL eration, (Guniral Spec Li L atai on For.
*, Ml.-A-8421C, Air rrLdsportablity j I e1_n ts, deneral

Specifti•tion For.
R. MiL-A-85911), Airborne SLores and A:uciated Suspension Equipment;

General Design Crituria For.
S. MIL-H-988",, Iuoueyco-'l kateric.l, cuo-hioning, Paper.
1r. •ia-P-25il6C, Parath'At, Sys.eii, i•acvy DuLy, General Specification

Forr.
11. Technical thnlnik: I,-WO S,-ri,, Airdron of Supplies and Equipment

O. s. A or k:orcc; i.(,. 1(-I -1'A ), t,.vhnical Mafual, Loading
] us, I ruc; ti (one.

11. 'Iechnical Iepotl -ertormancte of and Design Criteria
(o r DeLoable _erodynami l)ecel-rqcorb, Dec. 1963.

X. 'f:'P 6-2-502, Hluman ractors 1nginueering.
". ',iP 6-2-503, Reliability.
; . :,riP 6-2-50'4, MKaintenaince/.Maintainability.

AA. T" P 1-2-100, Tiedown Crgo AircrafL.
A.b. ,fi -j-2-500, AirdropL •vstem SaeqLy.
A.X, ' ' -2-509, Enge.'t ,Mg•t•rdrop Capability of

'1v-eriel (General).
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5. SCOPE

5.1 SUMMARY

5.1.1 Preparation for Test

This sect.on' d&scribes the preparation of test facilities, coordi-
nation of participating test activities, requirements for safety verification,
selection of associated conponents, briefing of personnel, meteorological re-
cordings, and requirement for rigging and instrumentation.

5.1.2 Test Conduct

The subtests are designed to determine the operational suitability
of the airdrop system components under simulated tactical conditions. These
components should perform within the limits of the criteria stated in the
applicable QMR, SDR, or MN. Those subtests which cross the interface between
engineering and service tests, e.g., Human Factors Engineering, Safety, Main-
tenance, Durability, and Reliability, should be performed in conjunction with
operational subtests, and to the extent feasible curing engineering testing.
These data should be sent to the service test activity for use in planning
their tests.

a. Pretest Inspection - The objective of this subtest is to verify
that the component is in good physical condition, noting any damage or hazard-
c s conditions which should be considered in the evaluation of the operational
data.

b. Performance Test - The objective of this subtest is to deter-
mine if the component performs in accordance with its design criteria when
integrated in an airdrop system and subjected to tactical conditions. The com-
ponent is operationally ehecked before it is used, and inspected for damage and
signs of deterioration after the airdrop test.

c. Durability and Reliability - The objective of this subtest is
to verify that the component is durable and can withstand airdrop conditions
for repeated usage, and that the component operational reliability is within
the stated design criteria.

d. Maintenance - The objective of this subtest is to verify the
maintenance features of the component, and determine if any unusual mainte-
nance problem exists in terms of failures; manpower, skills, craining, mainte-
nance levels, tools and equipment required; parts requirements, suitability of
instructions and mean time to repair.

e. Safety - The objective of this subtest is to determine "
component is safe for use in an airdcop system. A safety test plan w•i be
implemented in accordance with applicable safety requirements, and the component
will be subjected to this verification test either as an independent test or
as a test of inspection aod operational testing. Test personnel will note any
hazards to equipment, the aircraft, or personnel.

f. Human Factors Engineering - The objective of this subtest is to
determine if there are any human factors problems. A plan will be implemented
to review the features of the component to discover obvious design deficiencies
which could affect operational performance. The component will be evaluated,
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during independent tests, and/or during operational testing, to determine any
difficulties in handling, maintenance, and operation.

g. Value Analysis - The objective of this subtest is to determine
whether the component has any unnecessary features which, if eliminated,
would reduce the cost of the component without compromising the performance
or safety of the component.

5.1.3 Test Data

This section details the data to be collected during inspection and
operational tests. Data will include conditions of airdrop tests, and speci-
fic performance data on the component under test.

5.1.4 Data Reduction and Presentation

This section provides guidelines for analyzing and evaluating the
reduced data from subtests. The evaluation will determine if the component
performs in accordance with its design requirements when subjected to various
conditions and forces of an airdrop operation.

5.2 LIMITATIONS

This rTP is limited to testing conventional airdrop system components
associated with the extraction, deployment, retardation and impact phases of an
"airdrop operition. It does not cover non-standard components such as rotating
decelerators, radar release activation devices, paragliders (or associated
":ontrol units) etc.

6. PROCEDURES

"'he procedures described herein need iiot be accomplished in the se-
quence they appear, but can be arranged to .,iaximize the availability of test
personnel, facilities, and, where feasible, combined with other test pro-
cedures concorned with airdrop operations. Refer to M'P 7-2-100, 7-2-506, and
7-2.509.

TECOM policy states that test areas with high risk of failure
will be tested first.

6.4 PREPARATION FOR TEST

6,1.1 Planning the Operations

a. Review the QM, SDR, or MN and determine what inspection and
opurational casts arc required, and what data must be taken to evaluate the
performnance of the airdrop system component.

1). Review all prior engineering data available, especially data
rtelating Lo maintainability, reliability and environmental characteristics.
Cusux,! that the component can withstand airdrop environmen tal conditions, e.g.,
t,,Idptt-.'ture, altitude, shock and vibration.

c. Determine aircraft support required; coordinate with all
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activities involved to ensure that support is available, and that test
schedules are acceptable.

d. Coordinate with Safety Officer in preparation for safety phase
of test plan.

6.1.2 Preparation of Checklists

a. Prepare specialized checklists to record information on safety,
maintainability, human factors, and operations (from subtests). These check-
lists should include questiuns that are critical to the evaluation of com-
ponent performance. Refer to Appendix B for a sample of a checklist.

b. Prepare comment sheets to accompany the checklists, to enumerate
the yes/no answers on the checklist.

6.1.3 Coordination of Test Personnel

a. Brief all test personnel on the basic test plan and the specific
objectives of each subtest. Explain what data are to be acquired and what test
conditions must exist to ensure that the data will be in a usable form.

b. Instruct all test personnel on their specific responsibilities
during the conduct of each 6ubtest.

c. Explain the sequence of the test procedures, enumerating the
data requirements (checklists, telemetry, cinetheodolite, photographs, etc.),
and how the data should be marked for proper identification.

6.1.4 Briefing of Flight Operations Personnel

a. Brief the pilot, co-pilot, cargo master, and other flight per-
sonnel on the objective of the mission, the proposed flight plan, and se-
quence of drops.

h. Instruct the pilot to provide a time-countdown when approaching
the Drop Zone, 3 minutes out, and 10 seconds from start of drop.

c. Bricii the pilot on local terrain condition, alternate landing
fields, etc., iý he is unfamiliar with the airdrop zone. If possible, have a
qualified member of the test team accompany the pilot on the flight and act
as an advisor.

d. Brief the crew on the need to observe and photograph the com-
ponent under test during aircraft loading, in flight, and when the airdrop
load is being extrafited from the aircraft.

6.1.5 Selection of Associated Airdrop Components

a. In additicn to the component under test, determine what asso-
ciated (other) components are required to form a typical (normal) airdrop
system copfigurationý

b. If the component under test is sometimes used in a special con-
figuration, determine wh-it associated components are required to form these
special airdrop system configurations.

c. Document the above configurations, noting under what tactical
conditions these configurations would be used. Determine what configurations
would best test the maximum design limits of the component under test.
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6.1.6 Preparation of Inspection and Airdrop Facilities

a. Ensure that adequate inspection facilities have been provided
for the inspection of all components, including work tables, tools, special
transport and handling devices, reference documentation, and storage cabinets.

b. Inspect the simulated airdrop test facility and verify that all
3upporting equipment and recording instrumentation is available and in opera-
ting condition. Determine what fixtures and tools will be required for the
test, and make arrangements for their availability.

c. Ensure that the Drop Zone has been established and recovery
and emergency crews are ready to support the airdrop. Utilize e:-sting SOP's
or the guidelines described in Appendix C to establish the Drop Zone.

d. Ensure that the telemetry receivers, cinetheodolites, cameras,
etc., are checked, calibrated and ready to support the airdrop mission. All
instrumentation should have their accuracy established, and be calibrated to
a secondary standard which is traceable to the U. S. Bureau of Standards.

6.1.7 Meteorological Recordings

a. Ensure that the required meteorological instrumentation is

available to record local weather conditions.
b. Ensure the availability of a hand-held anemometer for use at the

Drop Zone to measure wind speed and direction.

6.1.8 Safety and Emergency Provisions

a. Review the safety statement (refer to TrCOM Regulation
385-6), and identify all possible hazards to personnel and the aircraft.

b. Prepare adequate safety precautions in accordance with the
general safety methods described in HITP 7-2-506. Also, refer to the common
safety INl'P that relate3 to the component tonder test.

c. Secure the area around the Drop Zone, barricading access roads
and placing "Restricted Area" signs at prominent locations as a warning to
military and civilian personnel.

d. Patrol the Drop Zone to ensure the area is clear of personnel.
e, Strategically locate vehicles and helicopters to respond to any

emergency. Ensure that each crew is aware of cheir dutie, in case of an
emergency.

f, fnsure that test personnel are fami liar wi th safety SOP's and
emergency procedures for the aircraft which will be used for the airdrop test.

6.1.9 Selection and Installation cf Sensors

a. Determine what sensors (accelerometers and strain gages) are re-
quired to measure the physical forces involved in simulated and actual air-
drop tests.

b. Install the sensors at strategic locations on the component under
test and on other components where maximum force levels are expected.

C. Connect the sensors to tile telemetry package (transmitter) and
check the system to ensure that all sensors are functioning properly.

-b-
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6.1.10 Prepaiation of Dummy Test Loads

a. Ensure the availability of human-form dummy (5 to 95 percentile)
for use in testing personnel harness and parachutes.

b. Prepare test loads (configured as realistic loads) to sismulate
the varic-:s type, size, and configuration of actual loads with which the air-
drop system component will be used.

6.2 TEST CONDUCT

D-.i;ing the following subtests the component under test should be
subjected to those conditions and forces normally associated with airdrop
operations including handling, transport to the aircraft, restraint, extract-
ion, deployment, impact and release. It is important that these conditions
and forces be accurately identified during each subtest to permit determina-
tion of the causes of component damage (or operational degradation). The test
team can then determine what desitgn improvements are required to make the com-
ponent suitable for airdrop operations.

6.2.1 Pretest Inspection

a. Examine the component for completeness and freedom from shipping
damage. Record all nameplate identifying data. Photograph anydauaged areas.
Submit an Equipment Performance Report (EPR) for each noted shortage or dis-
crepancy in accordance with applicable procedures ot TECOM Regulation
70-23.

b. Examine all manuals and drawings for adequacy.
c. Perform a detail inspection in accordance with Standing Operat-

ing Procedures (SOP), using the component technical manual, design drawings,
and applicable MIL-STD's as references. Refer to AppendixD'3, Guidelines for
Inspection of Airdrop System Components.

6.2.2 Performance Test

This subtest will verify the performance of the component under test,.
as a part of a conventional airdrop system. All associated (other) components
of the airdrop system should be standard operating components whose perform-!
ance characteristics have been determined over an extended period of use. The
performance test will consist of an actual airdrop utilizing all the com-
ponents of the airdrop system. However, under certain conditions it may be
desirable to determine if the component can withstand the maximum forces im-
posed by ground impact before the airdrop. Therefore, platforms, containers,
and some types of harness may first be subjected to a simulated airdro6 impact
test at a static airdrop test facility (refer to Appendix E).

6.2.2.1 Simulated Airdrop Impact Test

a. Rig the component under test (platform, container, or harnesp)
to a dummy load. It is unnecessary to assemble all associaced components at
this time; for example, parachutes, in a simulated impact test.,

b. Transport the component to the static airdrop test facility.
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Attach accelerometers to platfoims and containers to monitor impact forces.
Attach st;rain gages to harness straps to monitor strain levels at major sup-
porting po 4nts.

c. Attach a telemetry package (transmitter) to the dummy load and
;connect all sensors (acbelerometers and strain gages) to this package. I.ig-
nals may be hard wired or -transmitted to the telemetry recording station.
Make .several calibration trpnsmissions to ensure transmitting equipment is
functional and to calibrate receiving stat!ion recording eqaipments.

d. Attach energy dissipating material (honeycomb), if required.
(Refer to Appendix E for calculation of area of honeycomb required.)

e. Calculate the required drop height to obtain desired vertical
velocity and impact (normally ineasured as g's of force). (Refer to Appendix
E.) I

f. Load and check movie and still cameras. Place movie cameras
at strategic locations to photograph the drop.

g. Attach the component and dummy load to the release device
(usually a helicopter release device), and the cable of the crane.

,: , Ii. Make final adjustments and mark'ags to the component under test.
If a harness is being tested it may be desirable to mark the stitching on
either side of hardware conn'ecting point.ý to determine if the harness slips
or shifts during the test.

i. Lift the load to the effective drop height (distance from bottom
of platforn. to ground). I

j. Maice a finall safety check to ensure all personnel are clear of
drop area.

k. Upon signal from the project officer, start telemetry recorders,
cameras; activate the releac2 device, and monitor the drop until the load
impacts and comes to lrest on the reinforced c6ndrate pad.

1. Inspect the component under test for damage or deformation. Re-
move to an off-site facility (if required) for further inspection by X-ray or
other non-destructivo techniques. Note care~lully any damage or changes to
the component as a result of this subtest.

I

6 .2.2 .2 Ai rdro p

a. Ensure that all components are functioning properly. Bench check
all mechanical parts (release device, reefing line cutters, load couplers, etc.).
P~rform a limited inspection of the parachutes in accordance with test activity
Standing Opqrating Procedures.

I b. Assembleithe component under test with associated (other) com-
'ponents, and rig to a suitable dummy load. Note any difficulties in assembling
the comp-nents or rigging the dunmy load.

c. Load the airdrop system and du-nmy load onto a truck. Use severe2.
different' typds of handling and lif ting devices to determine it any Oioc 1
e•Jsts because ot weight, configuration or balance of the lord. If ti.ci- is a
problem, determine' if it is caused by the component under test.

d. Trat.3port the a'irdrop system• and dummy luad over improved,
socondary, and rough (unimprover) roads for a minimum of 50 miles. Try to in-
duce maximum Nibration and shock forces, representative of the most severe
tianaport conditions possible.

6. Inspect the, airdrop system and note any damage to the component
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under test. Note damage to any other component, and determine probable cause
of damage.

f. Load airdrop system and dummy load in aircraft. Again, note any
difficulty in handling or loading. In the aircraft, tie down dummy load in
accordance with applicable loading instructions for the aircraft being used.
Photograph this configuration.

g. Check and make ready all aircraft and ground cameras, cine-
theodolites, and telemetry station. If a chase plane is used, prepare the
cameras and check communications with ground control and the cargo aircraft.

h. Complete the check of all sensors and o+board telemetry packages,
Sincluding battery power supplies.

i. The safety officer should check all safety provisions prior to
the takeoff of the cargo aircraft.

j. Advise all tast personinel on the number of drops to be made and
how che aircraft will make its approach.

k Measure the velocity and wind direction at the Drop Zone and
advise iV conditions are suitable for the airdrop. Refer to Appendix E -
Standard ,.i L-op System Limitations.

£ With aUl stations alerted, the aircraft takes off and heads for
the Drop Zone. When the aircraft i .s 10 minutes from the Drop Zone the pilot
will alert the flight crew, the crew puts on parachutes and starts to pre-
pare for the drop. The flight crew will maintain positions forward of the
dunmy load and take all other safety precautions to ensure the safety of crew
and aircraft.

the ailot shall alert all stations when the aircraft is 3 minutes
from the Drop Zone. He will also state at this time if this is to be a
practice run or "wet run", where dummy load will be dropped. The pilot will
usually want to make at least one practice run prior to dropping the loads.

m. When the aircraft is 3 minutes out from the Drop Zone the drop
zone control personnel will activate a smoke grenade to show the pilot the
direction of the wind. At this time communication should be verified between
all ground and airborne units.

n. During this time the telemetry transmitter packages should be
activated and transmit a calibration signal to the ground station.

o. On the approach leg of the flight path the cargo doors will be
opened, the dummy load readied fu: drop and the pilot starts a countdown 10
seconds from release of cargo (pushe-2 out or extracted).

All stations (cinetheodolites, cameras, telemetry, chase plane
cameras) start recording events from start of 10 second count. The cameras
inside the aircraft should be running at this time.

p. Release and drop the dummy load(s) over the Drop Zone as close
to the target as possible. Loads may be dropped individually or in combi-
nation.

lf the dummy load fails to extract, start emergency procedures
described in the Standing Ouerating Procedures. These procedures require the
load to be secured, the line to the extraction chute cut, and the load
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relocated to its original C.G. point, and tie-downs connected.

q. At the Drop Z'ne, note all conditions of the drop and ground
impact that would be of value in the analysis of data.

r. At the completion of the drop the flight crew should retrieve
the static lines, close the cargo doors, and return to the airfield. The
pilot should advise the test crew of any conditions of the airdrop he noted
that would be of value in the anlysis of data.

s. At the Drop Zone, carefully inspect the component under test for
damage. Also, inspect the associated cowponents and the dummy load for signs
of damage. Photograph all components, in place, before removing from che
Drop Zone.

t. Return all components to an off-sice inspection facility and re-
peat the detail inspection checks and operational checks performed prior to
airdrop testing. Ensure that all data are recorded in the same format as be-
fore.

6.2.3 Durability and Reliability

Durability is the term used to describe the ability of a compop-nc
to perform satisfactorily over an extended period of time. It deals with the
operational endurance (ruggedness) of each component, and is evaluated on the
basis of operational time (number of uses or events), and t.he particular
operational (service) conditions.

Reliability is the probability that an item will perform its in-
tended Function for a specified interval under stated conditions. The speci-
fied interval may be stated as the niumber of uses (airdrops) or events accom-
plished.

a. Test personnel should prepare specific instructions to verify the
durability of the component under test. Instructions may include requirement
for rough handling, simulating actual field conditions of handling, transport,
or operation.

b. Test personnel should prepare specific instructions which define
the test level and statistical sample required to quantitatively evaluate the
reliability characteristics of the component under test in accordance wi.h re-
quirements of the QMR, SDR, or M. (Refer to MTP 6-2-503.)

c. Develop independent tests to satisfy the requirements of a. and b.
above. Conduct independent durability and reliability testing prior to p•r-
formance testing.

d. Note any conditions (or special situations) which would p-ohibit
the use of the component because it is not durable (rugged) enough to p.rform
under maximimt force conditions.

e. Du'Lo'g performance testing note any operational failures (or
degradation) which is attributable (in part or total) to the durability of the
component under test. Note the time period during which satisfactory perform-
ance was obtained without the need for corrective maintenance or tield adjust-
ments.

f. During performance testing determine the acceptability of the
reliability characteristics of the component under test. Note the specific
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time between failures, and action required to repair the component and return
it to a serviceable condition.

g. Define the type of failure:

1) Pattern failure - the occurrence of two or more failures of
the same part in ide'ntical application whose combined
failure exceeds rha. predicted.

2) Relevant failu' - all failures are relevant unless caused
by a conditionr. external to the component under test which
is not a test requirement and not usually encountered in
service.

3) Independent failure - a failure which will independently
cause equipment performance outside of specified limits -
one which occurs without being related to the failure of
associated items.

4) Dependent failure - a failure of a component which is a
direct result of an independent failur6 - one which is
caused by failure of an associated item(s).

6.2.4 Maintenance

Maintainability is a characteristic of design and installation which
is expressed as the probability that an item will conform to specified con-
ditions within a given period of time when maintenance action is performed in
accordance with prescribed procedures and resources. (Refer to TECOM
Regulation 750-15.)

a. Test personnel should prepare specific instructions for the
maintenance portion of the engineering test in accordance with applicable steps
described in Appendix II, of Army Regulation 705-6, and the exceptions noted
in paragraph 6.b(2) (Engineering tests) of TECOM Regulation 750-15.

b. Using the tools, test equipment or other items furnished in the
maintenance test package conduct scheduled maintenance checks, inspections,
and adjustments in accordance with instructions developed in a. above. Use
the methods and procedures described in the maintenance test package in-
structional literature to accomplish each of the scheduled maintenance tests.

c. Note all maintenance data, such as man-hours expended, mainte-
nance down time, parts consumed, failure data, etc. Include comnments from
test personnel.

d. Using the tools, test equipment or other items furnished in
the maintenance test package, conduct the scheduled maintenance checks, in-
spections and adjustments in accordance with the applicable procedures in the
maintenance documents provided. Conditions during this test should be com-
parable to that required or expected to be available in a field environment.

e. Determine if the maintenance test package instructional
literature (technical manuals, maintenance charts, parts lists, and mainte-
nance procedures) are suitable for the maintenance of the components under
test. Perform a 100% review and evaluation of this documentation,

f. Determine if the tools, special fixtures, adapters, etc. sup-
plied as part of the maintenance test package are suitable for the intended
purpose and maintenance level. Recommend additional tools, or modifications
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to existing tools, to improve the maintenance procedure.
g. Evaluate the design for maintainability of the component under

test. Recommend any design changes or modifications which would improve the
maintainability features of the component in terms of accessibility, ease of
repair, safety, etc.

h. During performance testing note the unscheduled (corrective)
maintenance required during all phases of testing. Determine if the mainte-
nance was conducted for conditions which would be expected in a tactical
(field) situation.

i. Determine if the maintenance test package instructional liter-
attire is adequate for unscheduled maintenance. Consider the ease of locating
the applicable procedure, drawing or reference; the method of illustrating the
maintenance procedure; instructions for using tools; troubleshooting pro-
cedures; etc.

j. Determine if the maintenance test package tools are adequate for
unscheduled maintenance. Consider the use of the tools for replacement, repair,
adjustment, alignment, etc.

k. Note the time required to perform the scheduled and unscheduled
maintenance and compare this time with times required to perform maintenance
on similar components.

1. When a component fails, note the total manhours required to re-
pair the failure. Include such relevant information as conditions under which
repairs were made, suitability of procedures, maintenance level, personnel
sl•ilis required, parts needed, etc.

o .2.5 Safety

a. During the pretest inspection and performance subtests note the
otwvxous safety hazards that present a danger to personnel, equipment or the
aircraft.

b. Note all deviations from the general safety precautions specified
in IY'ON Regulation 385-6, AMC Regulation 385-12, and NTrP 7-2-506.

c. During performance testing verify the saf•.ty features of any com-
ponenat, as defined in the QM1, SDR, MN, or design drawings. Note any dis-
crepancy in safety features, as a result of performance testing, itemizing the
cause of the safety hazard observed, and what steps were taken to alleviate these
ha.:ar'ds.

6.2.t) Human Factors Engineering

a. During pretest inspection and performance testing observe test
Spe rsonnel as they perform their assigned tasks. Note ony difficulties in
haridling, operating, or maintaining the component under tost. Determine if
any of these difficulties are caused by Human Factors design problems.

b. Question test personnel who have used the component and determine
if the fit, configuration, and accessibility of activation/release controls are
in accordar- re with good Human Factors design. If not. determine what specific
improvementc are required, to resolve these design deficiencies.

c. Note any deýviations from the general Human Factor Engineering
considerations described in MTP 6-2-502.

d. All results should be compared with Safety Statement provided by
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the item devleopment agency and recommendations o4 additions, ldeletions, and
changes sent to TECOM for their use in preparing service' test.safety re-
lease.

This subtest is not intended to be as cqfimplete or comprehensive as
the Human Factors Engineering Test which willi be conducted during Expanded

Service Testing, but should provide valuable supplementary infprmation to
the Expanded Service Test evaluation. .I

6.2.7 Value Analysis

a. Examine the component under test to determine if it has any. un-
necessary features, which if eliminated, wotild reduce the cost of the component
without degrading the performance or safety of the 'component.

b. Determine if a less expensive, but comparable component could be
substituted. Conduct limited testing as necessary' to substantiate agy re-
commendation for a substitute component.

c. Deterine if any modification to the origihal component design
could reduce manufacturing or materialcosts.

6.3 TEST OATA

6.3.1 Preparation for Test

6.3.1.1 Checklist

Complete all questions on, the checklists as they apply to the coiu-
ponent under test. These questions should pertain to safe'ty, human factors,
preoperational planning, component inspection and operational testing. Use
comment sheets (if required) to spplemeilt the information on the checklists.

I I '

6.3.1.2 Selection of Airdrop System Components

Record the following:

a. A list of components (other than 'test component) se'lected to
formi a typical airdrop system configuration.

b. A similar list of components for a non-standard configuration
(if required).

c. Describe how the components. were combined into a system con-
f iguration.

6.3.1.3 Preparation of inspection and Airdrop' Facilities

Record the following:

a. A description of the inspection facility including. inspecti.on
tools, test instruments, and special test equipment or fixtures.

b. A description of the rest facilities including' the location of
telemetry, ctnetheodolite stations, high speed cameras, etc.

c. lDrop Zone preparations including location of high speed cameras,
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safetX provibions,, and placement of vehicles.

6.3.1.4 Meteorological Recording

Record the following data just prior to the airdrop:

a. Temperature, delk point, and humidity
b. Windspeed land direction
c., Sky cover and visibility,
d. Solar radiation, net radiation and total radiation
e. Atmospheric pressuve, air density, and density altitude
f. Wind profile, temperature profile, and ozond (only when textt~les

are bcizg tested for ehvironmental'deteýioration).

6.3.1.5 Safety and Emergency Provisions

Record any information, on special safe!t provisions required because
of a unique characterLseic of the component under test.

6.3.1.6 Selection hnd Installation of Senshrs

1R-ýord the following:

a. Type and physical measurement range of sefisors s'elected.
b. Actual location of ,sensors on the component under test, and I

method used tq attach sensor,.
c.i Information on the calibration of the sensor and accuracy limi-

tations noted in dalibration.
d. Method used to intdgrate sensor'sigxals for transi6ission, and

hiow s-ignals are identified.

6.3.1.'1 Preparation of Dummy Test Loads

Describe the type and configuration of dummy loads to be used to'
simulate actual personnel or cargo loads. 1

6.3.2 Test Conduct,

b.3.2.1 Pretest lnspectior,,

a. Describe' the physical con~dition of the component andy list any
damage attributable to shipping damage.

b. LUsit any defects noted in the construction of the component.
Classify tthese defects in accordance~with the severity of the defect, e.g.,
MTL-STD-849 (Inspection Rdquireiuents, Definitions and Classification of De-
fect8 for Pa'auhutes'). Classify defects as 'Anajor or minor", and list the
number of defects for canopies, pilot chute, deplo3ment gags, users, static
lines, straps, hardware, etc.

ýc. If still photographs are taken record the date, component
identification number, and inspector's name on the back of !the: photograph.

d. Describe any deficiencies noted in the examinatir or component
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technical manuals or drawings.

6.3.2.2 Performance Test

6.3.2.2.1 Simulated Airdrop Impact Test

a. Describe the Static Drop Test Facility used for the Simulated
Impact Test.

b. Record all event data including release height, time of release
and angle of im-)act slope from the horizontal.

c. Record the physical force data (acceleration, strain, anddeceleration) on magnetic tape, for reduction to oscillograph records.
d. Photograph the drop using high speed cameras (16 mm, 250 to

8000 frames/second).
e. Annotate still photographs with the date, drop number, time, and

any other pertinent information.
f. Record any component damage (or deformation) noted during post

drop inspection.

6.3.2.2.'. Airdrop

SDescribe the airdrop system configuration including rigging of
load ct- ,-acement of sensors.

b. Describe the handling and transportation sequence to which air-drop sy em was subjected prior to loading and tiedown in the aircraft.
c. Record any damage to the component under test (and other com-ponents) as a result of handling and transport.
d. Describe any difficulties noted during aircraft loading and tie-down which can be attributed to a design deficiency of the component under test.
e. Extraction Phase - Record the physical force (velocity, accelera-

tion, strain) using on-board cameras and telemetry recorders.

1) Extraction force
2) Fore and aft acceleration of platform
3) Stresses and deflections of platform
4) Forces in parachute and rigging components
5) Sequence of times

f. Extraction Phase - Record the attitude and oscillations of theload using cinetheodolite cameras, and chase plane cameras.
g. Recovery Phase (descent) - Record trajectory data using cinetbeo-

dolites and cameras.

I) Rotation of load
2) Orientation of platform during descent
3) Equilibrium rate of descent
4) Attitude of platform prior to descent
5) Oscillation prior to impact
6) Horizontal displacement of riaged load

h. Recovery Phase - Record the parachute opening and drag forces
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using telemetry instrumentation.
i. Impact Phase - Record the physical forces in the load tie downs

lines using telemetry instrumentation.

1) Impact accelerations at selected points on the load
2) Impact strains at selected points on the load
3) Force in suspension lines
4) Force in lashings during rebound

j. Impact Phase - Photograph ground approach and impact using
caneras at several opposing angles.

k. Record the extent of any physical damage discovered during post
airdrop inspection.

1. Record any discrepancy noted during post airdrop operational
testing.

6.3.2.3 Durability and Reliability

Record the following:

a. Time period during which satisfactory performance was obtained
"•ithout the need for corrective maintenance.

b. Number of component failures, and what parts contributed to
failure.

c. Time between failures (for mean-time-between-failure).
d. Specific condition of failures including a description of the

airdrop system configuration, what part of the test was being conducted and
environmental conditions.

6.3.2.4 Maintenance

Record the following:

a. Time routine between routine maintenance
b. Tifte routine between corrective maintenance
c. Time to repair (for mean-time-to-repair)
d. Difficulty reaching parts or test points
e. Discrepancies with maintenance documentation or drawings
f. Adequacy of tools and requirement for special tools
g. Number of times the same maintenance was performed during

esting.

6.3.2.5 Safety

Record the following:

a. Any condition considered a hazard to personnel or equipment
b. Deviations from specified safety precautions in TECOM Regu-

lation 385-6, AW Regulation 385-12, or MTP 7-2-506.
c. Conditions under which hazards were observed
d. Actions tak.in to alleviate hazards
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6.3.2.6 Human Factors Engineering

a. Describe any handling, or operational problems which were in-
curred as a result of poor Human Factors Engineering Design, in accordance
with the general considerations in MTP 6-2-502.

b. Describe what action was taken to resolve these Human Factors
Problems.

6.3.2.7 Value Analysis

a. Describe any features which are considered as unnecessary or
nice-to-have, but not essential to the performance of the component.

b. Describe a specific alternative to replace or modify the com-
ponent to reduce the item cost.

6.4 DATA REDUCTION AND PRESENTATION

6.4.1 Data Reduction

a. Inspection Data - Prepare a sumnary of those problems or dis-
crepancies recorded during pretest inspection and after airdrop testing. Illus-
trate the significance of the problems by showing a side-by-side comparison
between the inspection data and the applicable design requirements stated in
the QMR, SDR, MN, MIL-STD or MIL-SPEC.

b. Cinetheodolite Data - Develop the photographic film and prepare
it fir display on a film reader and processor. Process the angular space
position data from the cinetheodolite stations, and prepare a computer print-
out. The printout data should contain position data in azimuth and elevation
coordinates, (time correlated) with vertical and slant velocities computed.
The vertical and slant velocities (trajectory) should be corrected by meteoro-
logical data.

c. PhotographL - Enlarge and annotate any still photographs which
show important or unexpected events. Test personnel should review these photo-
graphs and add any additional information they can from their observations of
the airdrop.

d. Written descriptions from test personnel - Organize and format
written descriptions of test events for ease of review. Sort all similar data
together, and attach with related photographs, charts, and drawings.

e. Quantitative performance data - Summarize and 'ormat all quan-
titative performance data (including reliability data) so they can easily be
compared with performance criteria stated in the QMR, SDR, MN, MIL-STD or MIL-
SPEC. If feasible, and at the discretion of the test personnel, data may be
formatted in comparable format with the Wright Patterson Data Bank,

6.4.2 Data Presentation

The reduced data should be reviewed and evaluated by test personnel.
The techniques used by test personnel may vary somewhat between test activities
but results of the evaluation will determine if the test component meets its
design requirements and is compatible with other standard components.
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Test personnel should document the results of the evaluation in a
report (or reports) which summarizes the test results, and organizes the sup-
porting technical data. These reports should be sent to service and environ-
mental test activities for use in planning their test programs.

6.4.2.1 Performance Test Summary Report

This report should contain specific information:

a. The conditions and events involved in each airdrop. A sample
data sheet for illustrating this type of data is shown in Appendix F.

b. Thu performance characteristics of the test component and the
ability of the component perform satisf-actorily when subjected to the physical
forces and environmental conditions of an airdrop operation. Appendix C pro-
vides guidelines for assessing the dynemic performance of parachutes.

c. Whether the airdrop test ccaditions (described in this report)
provide maximum force levels representarive of tactical airdrop operations.

6.4.2.2 Durability and Reliability Report

This report should compare the durability and reliability data ac-
quired during airdrop testing to that specified in SDR, QMR, MN or other
engineering documents. Another comparison could be made against empirical
data from similar airdrop components. These comparisons should indicate if
the component has met its reliability design criteria and also if there are
any failure trends which should be considered in future designs of airdrop
components. Appendix H describes some factors which should be considered in
the assessment of component reliability performance.

.• . .. 3 Maintenance Report

This report should specify if the maintenance characteristics of the
C011ponent are adequate for scheduled and field miainitenance procedures. It
-.hould also list any discrepancies discovered in the technical manuals, tools

or ,pucial fixtures, and reconmmend design improvements (or studies required)
to resolve these discrepancies.

0.4.2.4 Safety Report

A Safety Release Recoinmendation should be submitted in accordance
tih Wt t,,0 lwugulation 385-6. This reporL should specify if the TECOM
Safety Release, (or Interim Safety Release) has identified all hazards, or
if additional safety information should be added pri;or to service testing.
Safety hazards should be identified in accordance with the general classi-
ficatrone stated in MTP 7-2-506, e.g., negligible, marginal, critical, or
catasLrophic.

6.4.2.5 IHuman Factors Engineering Report

This report should contain specific information on:
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a. The Human Factors design feature of tV component, including
suitability for handling and transport, and ease of maintenance.

b. Any problems noted during airdrop phases, and if there is a
need for redesign or modification based on observations of test and flight
personnel.

c. The need for special tests during service or environmental
testing to resolve any quesLionable areas.

1
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GLOSSARY

1. Airborne Operation: An operation involving the movement by air of
combat forces and their logistical support and delivery by airlanding
or airdrop into an objective area.

2. Airdron System Component=: Components which support cargo loads during
air transport, and retard the descent of cargo to obtain the desired
terminal velocity and stability necessary for safe ground impact.

3. Airdrop Types:

a. Free Drop - Delivery from aircraft in flight of certain non-fragile
iteras of supply, without the use of parachutes.

b. Low Velocity Airdrop - Delivery from an aircraft in flight of the
various items of supply and equipment by the use of cargo parachutes.
Such loads are especially P"epared for airdrop delivery by either
packing the items in air delivery containers or by lashing them to
platforms. Cargo parachutes are then attached to the load to retard
descent of the load and to ensure minimum landing shock. The nominal
terminal velocity is 28.5 feet per second.

c. High Velocity Airdrop - Delivery of certain items of supply es-
pecially rigged with an energy dissipator attached to the underside
of the load with a stability device, such as a ringslot parachute
attached to the top of the load to maintain it in an upright position.
The stabilizing device is designed to minimize oscillation of the load
and to create just enough drag to hold the load upright during descent
so that it will land on the energy dissipator. Terminal velocity is
70 to 90 feet per second.

4. Airspeed: The speed of an aircraft relative to the air.

a. Indicated .- Airspeed recorded on airspeed indicator in aircraft.

b. True - Calibrated airspeed corrected for altitude and temperature
deviations from standard.

5. Canopy Filling Time: In cinetheodolite analysis, that time interval
measured from the instant of full line stretch of the main parachute to
the first full opening of the main parachute canopy.

6. Cargo Tie-Down System: The system of fittings, devices, and provisions
designed to prevent shifting of loads during air movement.

7. Chute: A coined term fir those canopies which do not actually "defend
against a fall", e.g., pilot chutes and extraction chutes.

8. Cluster: A group of two or more parachutes attached to a single load and
designed to open simultaneously.
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9. Daisy Chain: The deployment of a parachute from a load by a static line
attached to a second load, the parachute of which is already deployed.
Two or more parachutes may be connected to a daisy chain.

10. Deployment: The withdrawal of the canopy and suspension lines from~tbe
pack.

11. Deployment Bag: A type of pack used to hold packed parachutes and from.
which the suspension lines are deployed first, as in the T-10 troop-type
or G-1!A cargo parachutes.

12. Deployment Time: The deployment time is that interval of time between
the parachute release and the instant of full line stretch. At fDll line
stretch, it is assumed that the parachute canopy has not begun to fill but,
is in a stretched-out uninflated configuration. In cinetheodolite analysis
there are three deployment times:

a. Extracted Airdrop - That time interval measured from the instant the
extraction chute force is transferred to the main parachute deploy-
ment bag from the stowed position on the platform, to full line
stretch of the main parachute.

b. Gravity Airdrop-static Line Activated - That time interval measured

from the instant the static line initiates the release of the main ,

parachute from the deployment bag, i.e., instant of iroVement or visual
distortion of the main parachute deployment: bag from the stowed posi-
tion on the load, to lull stretch of the main parachute.

c. Gravity Airdrop-pilot Chute Activated - That time interval measured
from the instant the pilot chute initiates release of the parachute
from the deployment bag, i.e., instant of movement or visual dis- I
tortion of the pilot chute, to full line stretch of the main para-
chute.

13. Develoment: The process of opening the canopy after deployment.

14. Downtime: In cinetheodolite analysis, that time interval meas(Ired from
the instant that the platform or load is physically separated from the
aircraft to the instant the platform or load impacts the ground or to
the instant of canopy relaxation (for clusters, the instant for first
canopy relaxation).

15. Drift: The horizontal displacement of a parachute-store ing
descent as caused by crosswinds or by glide instability 1,opy.

16. Drop Test, Static: Simuleting an airdrop by dropping a L, from a
fixed structure.

17. Drop Zone: A specified area up:on which airborne troops, equipment, and
supplies are dropped by paracnuti .or on which supplies and equipment may
be delivered by free fall.
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18, Extractfion: A technique used in air delivery in which the cargo is with-

drhwn from the bargo compartment by means of an extraction chute.

19. Extraction Time:

a. Extraction time is that interval'of time between release of the ex-
traction chute and the exit of the load from the aircraft. This inter-
val includes the deployent time and filling time of the extraction
chutel as well as the time required to move the load from the aircraft.

b. In cinotheodolite analy,:is, that time interval measured from the in-
stant of movement of this extraction bag from its stowed position in
the aircraft to the instant of physical separation of the platform from
the aircraft.

20. Filling Time: The filling time is that interVal of time between the in-
stint of full line stretch and the instant of full opening of the para-
chute. It is assumed that the parachute canopy begins to fill instantane-
ously from full line stretch. Filling time is sometimes referred to as
inflation time. In cinetheodolite analysis, filling time is that time
interval' measured fiom tpe instaiit of full line stretch of the parachute
to the instant.,bf first full opening of the parachute.

21. Hardware: The metal parts or assemblies of a harness or parachute, in-
cludinig reiease'devices, release link assembly, load couplers, adapters,
reefing line cutters, clevises, etc. They have special construction and
environmental requirements.(e.g., MIL-H-7195, MIL-R-25565, MIL-Q-43015)
,to ensure the high degree of reliability necessary for airdrop operations.

"22. Harness: An assembly of 1webbing, canvas, and hardware parts which connects
the load and parachute. Personnel harness is connected to a parachute
container, and fits over the shoulder and between the legs, and is secured
by a latching device in the front of the harness. Cargo harness generally
refers to any sling assembly, canvas, or webbing used to contain the load
during transport and airdrop.

23. Honeycomb: A' construction of thin sheet non-impregnated paper which has
lbeen'corrugated or bonded', to form a core materie. whose cross section is
a series of mutually continuous cells similar to natural honeycomb. Most
conmonly used size for airdrop operations is 3 inch thickness with 0.5
inch cell size. (See MIL-H-9884.)

24.: Maintenance: All actions necessary for retaining an item in or restoring
it to. a specified condition. (Refer to MIL-STD-721B and USATECOM Regu-lation 750-15.)

a. Active Maintenance Time - The sum ,of the times during which preventive
(scheduled) and corrective (unscheduled) maintenance work is actually
being done on the item. Active Maintenance Time is expressed in both
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clock hours and manhours.

b. Maintenance Test Package -An assemblage of support elements pro-
vided prior to, and utilized during, engineering and service tests to
validate the organizational, direct and general support maintenance
capability.

c. Scheduled Maintenance - The periodic prescribed servicing or in-
spection of equipment accomplished on a calendar, mileage, or hours
of operation basis.

d. Unscheduled Maintenance - That portion of active maintenance time which
is not scheduled, synonymous with corrective maintenance.

e. Maintenance Ratio - Maintenance Patio is generally described as the
total active maintenance manhours required to support each hour of
operation. It is computed by dividing the total active maintenance
manhoi1rs by the total hours of operation. For airdrop components the
maincenance ratio can be more specifically defined as the total man-
hours of maintenance/per airdrop. Time is computed by number of uses
or events as opposed to continuous operation of the test item.

25. Mean Time Between Failures (MTBF): Mean Time Between Failures is generally
described as the total operating time divided by the total number of charge-
able system failures occurri.ig during the total test period. For airdrop
components the MTBF must consider the number of uses (airdrops) or events
to which the item is subjected.

26. Parachutes, Formed Gore: Medium porosity parachutes with drawn-in skirts
more stable than flat parachutes. Because of its reliability and stabil-
ity, this parachute has established a record of only one landing injury
per each 20,000 jumps.

27. Parachutes, Glide Surfaces: Medium to low porosity cloth characterized
by a conical surface at the lower poxt:ion of the canopy. This surface
serves to stabilize the canopy during descent. The stabilization type is
used with mines, torpedoes, and bombs; the universal type is for missiles
and capsule recovery; and the personnel type is used in the rescue of
airmen.

28. Parachutes, Ribbon Type: Flat disc design, canopy constructed of ribbons.
Porosity is similar to that of the ringslot; however, the individual units
of the open area are smaller and the stability of the ribbon parachute is
better than that of the ringslot.

29. Parachutes, Ringslot: Canopy constructed of rings. Flat disc design and
has considerably higher porosity. They are more stable than medium
porosity types which are widely used in the extraction of heavy loads from
cargo aircraft.

30. Parachutes, Rotating: Has large slots which are so shaped and arranged
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that escaping air causes the parachute to rotate. The combixnafion of gore
shape and rotation is said to give added lift to the parachute.

31. Parachutes, Solid Flat: Either circular disc, triangle or square daaigns
with medium porosity. Unstable in that they either oscillate, glide, or
perform a combined motion.

32. Phototheodolite (Cinetheodolite): A spindle-mounted metrical camera
capable of hc "zontal and vertical circles whereby the camera axis may
be read directly.

33. Pilot Parachute: An auxiliary parachute attached to a large parachute,
usually at the apex to function as an anchor and to assist the larger para-
chute ir. deployment and development.

34. "itchover: Turning of a platform during extraction into a position
wherein the forward end of the platform is rotating downward.

35. Platform: A base of metal or wood which serves as the support to which
equipment may be lashed for air delivery.

36. Rate of Descent: Vertical component of the resultant velocity of an air
delivery system as it moves along its trajectory.

37. Reefing: A method of constraining the canopy so as to delay its full
development, which decLeases the opening shock, decreases the drag area,
and enhances stability.

38. Static Line: A line of webbing used to open parachute pack and release
canopy, one end of the line being fastened to the parachute and the other
end to the aircraft.

39. Strain Gages: A resistive element used to measure tension orcompression
forces. Used to measure airdrop forces, e.g., snatch, deployment, and
shock forces.

40. Telemetering: The technique of recording data by transmitting signals
from the cargo load to a ground receiving station. Signals are cali-
brated so physical parameters nan be accurately interpreted on oscillo-
graph records or digitized and processed by computer.

41. Terminal Velocity: Hypothetical maximmum speed an air delivery system
could attain along a specified straight flight path under given conditions
of weight and drag if falling an unlimited distance in air of a specified
uniforn, density.
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APPENDIX A

COMPONL..TS

1. General

The Airdrop System is made up of components which, functioning to-
gether, provide a means for the controlled descent, deceleration, and stabiliza-
tion of the load. The most important component is the parachute. The other
components must provide means for deployment of the parachute, support for the
suspended load, and provisi.on for the automatic detachment of the parachute fron
the :oad on ground impact.

2. Parachutes

The most important considerations of a parachute are its drag and
stability characteristics for the intended operational speed-and-altitude
regime. Both drag and stability characteristics are determined almost entirely
by the design configuration of the parachute.

Another consideration of parachute suitability is its attainment of
high drag-efficiency in terms of weight or packcd volume per parachute drag
area. Tais consideration may take on added significance if the available stor-
age space is limited and the weight to be added to a given weapon system has to
be held to a minimum.

Of equal importan'!e is the compatibility between the parachute and
other components. ' be of greatest tactical value the parachute should be
compatible with most of the conventional hardware, harness and platfonnr iviil-
able for airdrop operations.

2.1 Personnel Parachutes

Personnel parachutes are generally constructed in one of three canopy
styles; ilat circular, flat extended skirt, or glide-surface. Table A-I illus-
trates some typical parachute characteristics Lor emergency er•ape and paratroop-
er use. Figure A-I llustrates the opening force vs aircraft rulease velocity
for these types of parachutes.

2.2 Cargo Recovery Parachutes

Cargo parachutes may be used si-,ly and in clusters to obtain similar
rates of descent for a large range of airdrop item weights. Table A-2 illus-
trates the characteristics of standard cargo recovery parachutes. Typical
performance characteristics for solid textile parachute canopies are shown in
Table A-3.

2.3 Performance Considerations

a. Drag Loading - the parachute drap or canopy loading is defined as
the ratio of the drag force to the drag area ol the parachute. The canopy

A-i
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FIG. A-1 OPENING FORCE vs AIRCRAFT RELEASE VELOCITY
FOR TYPE C-9, MC-1, AND C-11 CANOPIES
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loading under terminal-velocity conditions is the ratio of the total weight
(F equals W) to the drag area (C DS)o,p

Under terminal-velocity conditions, a given canopy loading will
always result in the same rate of descent, independent of canopy size or
weight involved:

2Wt Wt /
e (CDS)op DS)op o

Canopy Loading 2

where v2 = Equilibrium velocity (ft per sec)

a = Density ratio (p/p )

Po = Density cf air at sea level (0.00238 slugs per ft 3 )

b. Trajectory Control - The methods of obtaining trajectory control
include: drag area control, drag device staging, or canopy control during de-
ployment. This control is essential to ensure:

i) Impact or loading at pre-selected location
2) Temperature minimization
3) g-load limitation
4) Impact velocity and angle control
5) Accurate computation of flight path (for unstable primary

body)

c. Stability - Good stability of a parachute-load system is usually
obtained at the price of reduced drag efficiency. Undamped oscillations or
erratic gliding during descent may not be objectionable for some applications.
In most airdrop operations stability ranges of between ±5 and ±20 degrees are
considered adequate. A near approach to absolute dynamic stability is generally
necessary only for such applications as bomb stabilization.

d. Reliability - The reliability requirements for any parachute are
necessarily high. There are two major types of reliability considerations in
the design of parachute systems; component reliability for every part of the
system, and operational reliability (reliability of the deployment and opening
process). Of primary conceri is the reliability of parachute load bearing
parts under the maximum forces exerted during snatch and opening shock. The
reliability of the load-bearing members of the parachute system, including both
fabric and hardware items, is a function of the load itself, and the strength
Uf the materials from which the parts are made. Auxiliary mechanical devices,
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such as reefing-line cutters, stage disconnects, and riming equipments, must
function with high reliability conditions of system opersation, including high
shock and acceleration forces developed during development and canopy opening.

3. Chutes

The term "chutes" refers to extraction and pilot parachutes. The
extraction chute is of particular importance to airdrop operations as it pro-
vides a means of snatching rhe load from the aircraft. This extraction phase
must be accomplished quickly and without hesitation to avoid the possibility
of hang-up in the aircraft, and to minimize the oscillation which occurs when
the load tilts as it leaves the aircraft. The pilot chute provides several
functions. It is used to open parachutes at predetermined levels, and as a
stabilizing element to minimize oscillation during deFcent. Table A-4 illus-
trates the load requirements for extraction chutes. Table A-5 lists the drag
coefficient and opening shock factor for various pilot chutes,

4. Platforms

Platforms are usually constructed of plywood or aluminum, or in
combination where wooden slats are supported by aluminum side rails. The
primary function of the platform is to provide a supporting base for the load.
The platform also provides a rolling surface for the safe extraction of the
load from the aircraft. Table A-6 illustrates the types of platforms used
in airdrop operations.

Platforms are subjected to physical forces during transport, in-
flight restraint, extraction, recovery, and ground impact. They must be capable
of withstanding these forces while supporting the maximum load for which they
were designed. During flight they must withstand the following restraint forces:

Forward - 4.0 g's
Aft - 1.5 g's
Vertical (up) - 2.0 g's
Vertical (down) - 4.5 g's
Lateral - 1.5 g's

During extraction, the platform must withstand either a direct ex-
traction force or a force applied through the load and cargo-tie-downs. The
ratio of extraction force to extraction weight with a dual-rail system is
usually maintained between 0.7 and 1.5. During tecovery the magnitude of the
limit load factor used for design is 3.0 times the weight of the suspended
load. A factor of safety of 1.5 is used (for extraction and recovery phases)
to obtain the ultimate load figure. Upon ground impact the platform must with-
stand a variation and combination of forces resulting from:

1) Vertical and horizontal velocities
2) Size and Placement of load, and energy dissipating material
3) Plaeform attitude
4) Consistency of Impact surface and irregularities of terrain
5) Type and geonetry of cargo lashing.

A-9
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Opening -

Shock FactorType Drag Coefficient* (Infinite-Mass),

Vane CD = 0.55 2.5
0

Flat Circular C = 0.75 2,.5
0

Ring-Slot C = 0.65 1.5
0

Flat Circular C = 0,55 1.5
Ribbon 0

Ribless Glide- CD 0.80 2.0
Surface p

Ribbed Glide- CD 0.95 2.0
Surface p

* CD = Drag coefficient related to the surface area.

Di

C D =Drag coefficient related to the projected (inflated)
p surface area.

TABLE A-5 PILOT CHUTE DATA
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Construction
Type Size (L x W) Material

Ji 144" x 80" Aluminum Framing
Plywo6d Panels
Sheet Aluminum
Underside

Standard-B l1ii 80" Wood
15' x 80" Plywood Panel Underside

Plywood End Panels

Aluminum Optional Plywood Sheet Nailed
Modular Length 8',, to Three 2 x 6" Wooden

12', 16', Cross Members
20' or 24' Aluminum Side Railsb• 4'

pb V

Combat Optional 2" Lumber
Expendable Length 12', Base of 3/4" Plywood

f6', 18', Longitudinal Stringers
20', 22' or
24 'y 70",
96", 104" or,
107"

TABLE A-6 AIRDROP PIATFORMS

A-12
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In actual practice, the forces imposed on the platform may be inde-

pendent on the interaction of all the variables listed above.

5. Harness

The harness is usually a matrix of webbing, with metal fittings,
designed to ccnform to the shape of the load (or human form) in order to se-
cure it properly, and to distribute the stress load from the opening shock,
and the weight of a cargo load.

The personnel parachute harness is adjustable to form fit the user.
These harnesses have jettison release devices attached to jettison the canopy
after touchdown and prevent injury to the jumper from dragging. There are two
types, usually manually activated: Harness releases and canopy releases. The
first type is used to collect and attach the restraining straps of tile para-
chute harness to a central point on the body of the wearer. Manual activation
of the device simultaneously releases several straps, freeing the harness and
canopy from the body. The canopy release is used to separate the canopy from
the harness which remains on the wearer. The harness assembly is connected to
the back pack assembly and the deployment bag assembly. The individual parts
of these assemblies, and of associated equipment bags, containers, etc., are
well illustrated in TM 57-220 (Technical Training of Parachutists).

Cargo harness may be made up from individual webbing straps
(suspension webs) or from an assembly of webbing straps stitched to canvas
pai.els to form flexible containers which restrain the cargo load. There are a
number of such container units, e.g., the A-7A cargo sling, the A-21 and A-22
cargo bags and the M4-A high speed aerial delivery container. Additionally, flat
steel strapping may be used to rig the container loads.

Usually, a 1/2 or 3/4 inch plywood platform (skid) is used as a base
for the containei ids. The size of the skid may vary depending upon the
dimensions of the ad, but must not exceed a maximum measurement of 52 x 54
inches.

6. Hardware

Hardware (and auxiliary devices) items include all the metal parts
and assemblies used on parachutes, chutes, and the restraining harness.
Typical items of airdrop parachute hardware include connector links, adapters,
rings and snaphooks, cut knives, reefing riný.s and clevises. These items
generally connect the parts of the parachute and provide a means for adjusting
individual elements to suit the need of the airdrop operation. The cut knives
are used in the rigging of airdrop parachut:es to allow the cutting, in proper
seqience, of retainer webbings securing the load to the aircraft, and in the
pacKing of multiple-canopy paracLute systems to release ties and webbings at
the appropriate point in the deployment process. Reefing rings are used on
reefed canopies at suspension-line attachment points oiý the inside of the
canopy skirt-band to secure the reefing line in position axially while allow-
ing it to move freeLy circunnferentiaLly during canopy opening and disreefing.
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Hardware auxiliary devices include actuating devices, release and
disconnect devices, reefing cutters, automatic ripcord release, and explosive
bold shear pins. Some types of actuating devices require a control signal
from an outside source to initiate the action; others have self-contained con-
trol devices (usually timers or pressure sensors) to activate the device at
the desired point in the operational sequence. Compartment-door releases,
deceleration ejection devices, and some types of canopy disconnects and re-
leases are examples of the first type. Automatic ripcord releases, reefing-
line cutters, and some canopy disconnects fall in the second group. 'The
parachute canopy release assembly is a good example of the automatic release
devices. Its primary function is to separate the parachute from the load after
ground impact. It is activated by an explosive squib which provides a positive
means of release. Other devices like the automatic parachute ripcord release
operate from both a pre-set timing interval cnd altitude pressure sensor
mechanism, which releases the parachute at t";c, correct altitude.
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APPENDIX B

PROJECT ENGINEERS (SAMPLE) AIRDROP CHECK LIST

OPERATION TITLE: DATE:

DROP ZONE: PROJECT ENGINEER:

Check Points Yes No N/A

I. BEFORE OPERATION.

a. Brief Airborne Operations on pertinent aspects
of component, and refer to safety statement
if applicable.

b. Ensure that Airborne Operations has in
possession a complete and correct Airdrop
Test Request.

c. Ensure that appropriate SOP's are available
for reference during testing.

d. Inspect the component and ensure that it is
in good condition for airdrop test.

e. Check adequacy of handling and restraint
devices.

2. DURING OPERATION.

a. Inform DZ controller when wet run is
authorized.

b. Brief casual personnel of safety/security
aspects of load.

c. Direct DZ controller to abort drop if un-
safe conditions are observed.

d. Report any malfunctions to Airborne
Operations.

e. Ensure that all personnel are a safe dis-
tance from tche predicted impact point on
the DZ.

B-1
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APPENDIX B

PROJECT ENGINEERS (SAMPLE) AIRDROP CHECK LIST

OPERATION TITLE: DATE,

DROP ZONE: PROJECT ENGINEER:

Check Points Yes No N/A

3. AFTER OPERATION.

a. Inspect the component for damage.

b. Ensure that DZ recovery crew is briefed
on safety/security aspects of load.

c. Brief Recovery crew on recovery require-
ments.

d. Conduct a detail inspection at a suitable
facility.

B-2
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APPENDIX C

GUIDELINES FOR ESTABLISHING 'P" '-OP ZONE

1. General

On an instrumented test i'ange the drop zone is asually located at a
position that is convenient: for cinetheodolite and phote ,raphic coverage. The
terrain around the drop zone must be faitly I t,, aear of high trees or,
hills which could interfere with photographiL coverage or transmission of tele-
metry signals. The drop zone should also provide the following safety features:

a. Minimum number of obstacles in the area
b. Access to tlhe area by recovery and 6mergency ,vehicles
c. Availability of adequate aircraft approach~and departure points

2. Computing the Length of Drop Zono

The drop zone must be long enough to ensure that the airdropped load
will fall safely within thc boundaries of' the drop zone area. A suitable
length is computed as:

D kT

where D = Zone length, in meters

R Ground s peed (rate) of aircraft in meters/see

I •'i.m, required for aircraft to release its
cargo

correcting R Airciait indicated airspeed ± prevailing
winds over the drop zone

An additional factor which should be considered in this computation
is the possibility of gusting windh wiuch could cause a significapt drift :of
the parachute and load. It is theretore necessary that some safety factor
be added to ensure that the load will land in a safe area.

3. Preparations at Drop Zone

a. Set out a ground targct indicating the desired point of impact'.
Target can be c )ss or ciLeular in shape, at least 10' x 10' area. Drop zone
may also be designated by a code letter to identify a specific DZ where
multiple drops are being made.

b. Emplace recovery and emcrgenqy vehicles around the perimeter of
the drop zone in position to movet Into drop ,one rapidly.

c. Take airspeed and diruection meisurements at ground leve1. A hand-
held a.nmoriceer is usu,1 i'v cratte uta,,uvh for rtese measuremtents.

d. Establish coýinunication. between tlhe drop zone radio operator/
recovery NCO, the aircraft, and all r,-covery and emergency v'ehicles and

C- -
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established radio frequencies. Personnel drops require a drbp zone Safety
Officer (either Commissioned or Warrant) on the drop zone.

e. As aircraft approaches drop zone, activate a smoke grenade and
Spla~e in a can or barrel to generate billows' of smoke, to indicate wind

direction to the aircraft. tmoke should stop prior to actual drop so the
drop will not be obscured.

f. During the airdrops, the airdrop qfficer/cargo master should be
advised of chahges in windspeed and direction, and the need to correct Jump
or release points. I

2C-

I I

I V
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APPENDIX D

GUIDELINES FOR INSPECTION OF AIRDROP SYSTEM COMPONENTS

1. General

The primary purpose of the inspection is to determine if the com-
ponent is in good physical. condition and is I-cee of any manufacturing de-
fects which would distract from its performance during airdrop testing. The
extent of inspection testing will depend on the type of component and its
past history of performance and reliability. The inspection should be con-
ducted by experienced quality control or test personnel at a facility that
has the tools, work space, and environmental conditions suitable for detail
inspection.

2. Parachutes

The fol).owing documents should be referenced (in addition to the QMR
or SDR) when inspecting either a personnel, cargo, extraction or pilot para-
chute.

MIL-P-5610 Parachute and Parachute Component Parts,
Packaging and Packing Procedures for
Domestic and Overseas Shipment

MIL-l-45208 Inspection System Requirements

FED. STr. NO. 751 Stitches, Seams, and Stitchings

MIL-STD-105 S.,npling P'rocedures and Tables for
Inspection by Attributes

MIL-STD-849 Insp ction Requirements, Definitions and
Classification of Defects of Parachutes

These documents provide specilic inspection criteria to determine if
the component is properly constructed and free of any damage or material de-
fects. They describe the requirements for scams, hems, stitching, pleating,
overfold, underfolds and canopy skirt hems. They also specify suspension line
placement, splicing of sections, attachmnent to harness, requirements of metal
parts, etc.

Any defect- noted duiring; Lnspection should be recorded and provided
to the Project Engineer for use in hit evaluation of component performance.
The inspector should try to determine if the same defects appear in every
parachute, and 1f these dfect.,. are a quality control problem, or are inherent
to the design of the component.

3. Plat foi0n...

The inspection ot platiorna!s should determine if the platform is

, Di-I
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constructed ini accordance with design drawings, and if the platform can with-
stand static loading forces. The alignment of the platform should be veri-
fied under loaded conditions to ensure that the platform will not twist or
bend and possibly present a problem during the extraction phase of the air-
drop. One test for static loading places the platform on the ground on an
irregular surface where the platform is supported at only a few points on its
base. A maximum load is then placed on the platform. This test can be re-
peated several times lifting and lowering the load and platform on irregular
surfaces. This simulates the worst transport and handling conditions for the
platform. The alignment is then checked for damage or distortion.

4. Harness

Harness should be inspected, in much the same manner as a parachute
assembly to ensure that it is constructed properly and all stitching, bindings,
etc., are properly attached. Additionally, all adjustment devices, connections
hardware for a canopy, release devices, etc., should be checked to ensure they
are working in accordance with design requirements.

It may be convenient to rig the harness to a dummy load during in-
spection. In this way the harness can be adjusted and some force applied to
determine if all parts are functioning properly.

5. Hardware

It may be necessary to construct a test fixture or jig on a workbench
to check the operation of hardware devices such as parachute release dis-
connects. Those hardware items that are operated by explosive devices such as
reefing line cutters should be inspected without the explosive installed. Ex-
plcsive devices should be checked to ensure that safety wires or pins are
securely in place.

6. Marking Components

During inspection the components should be marked with bright colors
which can be seen and identified from a distance. The threads on either side
of adjustment devices can be marked to determine if there is any slippage dur-
ing testing. Marking harness and hardware makes it easier to identify in
photographs and to evaluate the performance of these items during times when
maximum force 'Loads are applied.

D-2
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APPENDIX E

STATIC AIRDROP TEST FACILITY AND AIRDROP TEST ZONE

1. Static Airdrop Test Facility

a. Use of Facility - The static airdrop test facility can be used
to determine if the component can withscand the vertica) forces of ground
impact. This is a desirable test for platforms where a failure at this point
would negate the need for an actual airdrop, with the obvious savings of cost,
time, material and facility usage. This facility can also be used to conduct
preliminary performance tests on such components as personnel parachute
harness. The harness can be tested in much the same manner as using a drop
tower, by attaching the harness to a dummy formi and relaasing it from a pre-
determined height. Shock forces are monitored at points of stress on the
harness as the fall is terminated by - restraining line.

b. Equipment and Instrumentation - The facility as shown in Figure
E-l, usually consists of a crane, or other suitable lifting device, a release
mechanism and a hard surface inpact/control area. Sensors may be placed on
the component under test to monitor the shock forces. The sensors are nor-
mally connected to a telemetry package which transmits to a local telemetry
station. High speed cameras are placed at strategic locations to record all
events of the test.

c. Computing Equivalent Drop Height - Initial drop tests are usually
made with deceleration force levels less than those specified in the com-
ponent design. For example, if the design level specified is 28.5 feet per
second, the first drop could be made at a lower velocity, or 19 feet per second.

The equivalent drop height for 19 ft/sec would be calculated

h = -
2

where V impact velocity = 19 ft/sec

Lacce-ration due to gravity 32.2. ft1scce

2(32.2•

The drop height f .sured from the bottom of the skid or platform1
to the impact surface (5.6 feet,.

d. Computing Area ol LPpvr Honeycomb \energy dissipating materiel)
way be required durirg testing ol .crtain components to reduce the vertical
shock level forces. Shock !eve; is usually stated as:
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D = W(G+l)

28.5 to 0 fps = W(18.5g + I)

28.5 to 0 fps = W(19.5g)

where D = deceleration shock level (28.5 to 0 fps)

W = weight of test item

G = number of g's deceleration

As shown, the component, as part of a falling load would have to
withstand a deceleration force of 19.5 times the total airdrop weight W(G+I)
(decelerated from 28.5 feet per second to zero feet per second on ground
impact).

The deceleration force of G+I or 19.5 times the airdrop weight is
met by using 3.25 square feet of paper honeycomb for each 1000 pounds of air-
drop weight. The total area required for any load can be calculated as:

A =

Sa

where W rigged weight of load

G = deceleration force g level

Sa average dynamic crushing stress of paper
honeycomb

As an example, if a 20,000 pound load is to be test dropped at a
deceleration level of 18.5 g's, the area of paper honeycomb required is:

Sa

A= 20,000(18.5 +t I

6,000

A 65 sq. ft.

2. Airdrop Test Zone

The airdrop test zone as shown in Figure E-2 is equipped with cine-
theodolite stations, a telemetry station, high speed cameras, and a master
control station. A recovery crew under the supervision of an airdrop NCO is
stationed at the drop zone to recover the airdropped items and provide
emergency services if required. Cormmunications are maintained between the
aircraft, master control station, and the NCO at the drop zone.

E-3
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During the airdrop, the cinetheodolite stations record the drop from
three different angles and provide data on space position, vertical velocity,
horizontal drift components, and critical. events such as deployment of para-
chutes. The telemetry station records the signals from the telemetry packagc
on the airdrop load. These signals provide data on acceleration, for~e levels,
and strain levels experienced by the airdrop load or the specific component
under test. The high speed cameras photographically record all events of the
airdrop. Still cameras are used to photograph the airdrop load after impact
to illustrate how the load has shifted and any damage to the component undei
test.

E-

NJ
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APPENDIX F

SAMPLE AIR DROP TEST SUMMARY FORM

Test Type Rated Load

Thst Condition 2/1 1500 ft abs (2000 ft MSL)., 300 lb., 150 KIAS

Test No. 2/1-2 (ATD 25 ) Date

Parachute S/N 21 Modification No. , Use No.
Deployment Bag Type flat
Aircraft Type C-130

Trajectory and Event Data

" •Aircrafe
Release Velocity --------------------------------- 268 ft/sec
Release Altitude --------------------------------- 1504 ft (abs)

Parachute
Deployinent Time ---.------------------------------- 1.2 sec
Dynamic Pres~ure (at _ sec time) ------------ * lb/ft2

Pilling Time --7 -------------- .-------------------- 1.4 nec
Opening Time ------------------------------------- 2.6 sec
Stabilization Time ----------------- I -------------- 4.6 sec
Altitude Loss to Stagilization Time -------------- 175 ft
Down Time .------------------ ----------------------- 52.6 sec
Equilibrium Rate of Descent (Actual) ------------- 30 ft/sec
Equilibrium Rate of Descent (ICAO Corrected) ----- * fL/sec
Impact Velocity' (Vertical Component) -------------- 30 ft/sec
Impact Velocity (Resultant) r --------------------- 41 ft/sec
Parachlute Snatch Force ---------------------------- * lb (pQ)
Parachute Opening Force -------------------------- * lb (pQ)

Meteorological Data

Surface (132;m lISL)
Air Temperature ------------ ---------------------- 12.8 *C
Relative Hunidixty -------------------------------- -49 %
Pressure ----------------------------------------- 990.6 mbs
Density Altitude --------------------------------- 192 m
Absolute Air Density ----------------------------- 1.2032 Kg/1W
'Wind Velocity ------------------------------------ - 1.8 mps

Altitude (500 m MSL)
Relative Ilumidity -------------------------------- 87 %
iPressure ----------------------------------------- 936 mbs
Temperatur --.--------------------------------------- 6.9 C
Wind Velocity ------------------------------------ -- 4.2 mps

*Not Available

Remarks: Performance Satisfactory
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APPENDIX G

GUIDELINES FOR ASSESSING PARACHUTE PERFORMANCE

1. JENERAL

The parachute is the most important component of an airdrop system
because it provides the retardation force required to insure that the load
will not impact at a high velocity and be damaged. The primary objective of
parachute testing is to determine:

a. The performance characteristics and rate of descent at varying
altitudes, release velocities, and load weight.

b. The minimum altitude required to safely deploy the parachute.
c. The structural adequacy of the parachute.

The aerodynamic performance and strength of lines, harness and hardware are
the primary considerations in parachute testing and evaluation. However,
other items, such as determination of the most suitable bag for deployment,
may be considered during testing.

2. AERODYNAMIC DRAG FORCE CONSIDERATIONS

The Aerodynamic design characteristics of parachutes will be affected
by surroun ing air surfaces (density ant viscosity) and should be considered
in the assessment of parachute performances. In the case of a parachutc canopy,
the drag forces are composed of the normal and tangential forces transmitted
from the air to the canopy and pressure forces due to the turbulent wake above
the canopy.

Figure G-I illustrates these forces surrounding the parachute canopy.
k physical equation relating the aerodynamic drag to the characteristics of the
air may be written as:

D = f(v, p, u and L)

where v = velocity between the canopy and air
p = mass density of air
S= viscosity of the air
, = length or size of the canopy

Through a series of conversions it can be shown that the aerodynamic
drag for a parachute may be expressed as:

D = p V2 C Ds

where D = the drag, lb
p = mass density, lb - secF/ft4

V = velocity, ft/sec
s = area, ft2

C-1
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IifGURE G- i AERODYNAMIC iORCES
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In order to make parachute calculations more uniform, the practice of using the

total cloth area, S , and corresponding drag coefficient, C has been adopted
0 Do'

almost universally. Therefore, the above equation should be rewritten as:

D k pV C Do SO

The velocity, V, in this equation is the relative velocity or velocity
along the flight path of a parachute. For a very stable parachute this velocity
corresponds to the vertical velocity or the descent velocity. In the case of
unstable parachutes consideration must be given to glide characteristics. For
example, an unstable parachute is unzstable at zero angle of attack (vertical
descent) and will therefore tend to diverge from this position.

For an unstable parachute the velocity, V, corresponds to t',e velocity
along the flight path and not to the vertical velocity. This means that the
weight of the canopy and the weight of the load are no longer supported by tihe
drag force but rather by the resultant aerodynamic force which, as shown in
Figure G-l, is:

R = (DP + L2)½

Therefore tn the case of the unstable parachute it is a Misnomer to say that
the equili'brium velocity occurs when the drag equals the weight of the para-
chute and ioad. The equilibrium velocity occurs when the resultant aerodynamic
force equals the weight of the parachute and load.

This may be expressed as:

L
[:2R s=

This equation may be reweitten in the more familiar terms of weight and drag
coefficients.

W~ 2W
Do o-

The equations used in the above equations are not, in general, con-
stant for a given parachute design. They generally tend to decrease with in-
creasiug rate of descent. Tlie drag coefficients ;f the stable parachutes tend
to remain essentially constant when compared with the rate of descent.

3. LNrALYSIS OF DEPLOYMENT AND LOAD TRAJECTORY

A semigraphical analysis has been developed to predict the motion of
cargo and parachutes during airdrop. This method is reasonably accurate and has

G-3
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the advantage that access to a computer is unnecessary. The approach consists
of determining parachute positions and velocities under graphical constraint
and analytically determining cargo positions and velocities based upon graphical
resolution of forces. Figure G-2 illustrates the force acting on the cargo
and the graphical method employed to determine the position after some time
increment At. The resultant force F acting on the cargo is determined by

vectorially adding F (cargo weight) and F (parachute drag force). This re-

sultant is resolved in horizontal and vertical force components F and F forx y

use in computing the components of acceleration (and/or deceleration) acting on
the cargo:

Fx
a=a
x Mb

a Fy
y Mb

where a = cargo acceleration in the horizontal direction, ft/sec2
x

a = cargo acceleration in vercical direction, ft/sec2
Y

F = cargo force component in horizontal direction, lb

F = cargo force component in vertical direction, lby

M = mass of cargo, slug0

The change in horizontal and vertical velocity that results due to the action
of these components of acceleration over a time increment At are computed from:

SAVx = a At

AVy ay At

where AVx = change in cargo horizontal velocity, ft/sec

AVy change in cargo vertical velocity, ft/sec

At = time increment, sec.

4. SNATCH FORCE AND OPENING SHOCK

During parachute deployment, two significant forces develop from the
opening characteristics of the parachute; the snatch force and opening shock.
Snatch force is developed by the acceleration of the parachute mass from its

G-4
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*velocity at suspbnsion line extension (prior to any elongation) to *he velocity
of the suspended load. If this velocity change is V, then the energy exchange
is expressed 'by

AE p~fl Va

where m, mass of canopy cloth area and suspension lines across
the cloth area, slug.

Two different cases of opening shock can be considered in the analysis
of the dynamics of canopy opening. One-, the "infinite' ,rass" condition, stipu-
lates that the velocity of the parach.ute-load configuration does not change
appreciably'during the period of canopy inflation and can therefore be con-
sidered constant. The other case,' the "finite mas,s" condition,• stipulates that
the veldcity decay during the inflation is substantial and must, therefore, be
considered. In general practice, the infinite mass condition can be assumed,
to exist if the canopy drag loading (W/C S) is larger than 30 lb/ft 2 , which

Do
means thalt terminal velocity of the configuration at sea level density will be
greater than 150 ft/sec.

A second major factor affecting opening shock is the porosity of the
Icanopy cloth.

5. TERMINAL VELOCITIES I .

The terminal velocity of a load is determined by' theltype and number
of recovery parachutes used. A terminal velocity of 28.5 feet per secdnd is,
specified for low (-elocity cargo airdrops. Theterminal velocity experienced
in a high velocity airdrop is usually 70 to 90 feet per secomqd. The terminal
velocities are based on standard day at sea level and are determined bl the
,tenrinal velocity equation

2wV CD
.f CD 0 Do So

where V tdrminal velocity, ft/sec

N total number of parachutes in cluster

F cluster factor
CD

density of air at sea level, 0.00238 slug/ft3PO

CDo drag coefficient, (0.5 for standard parachutes)

o ',

D 0 nominal diameter of parachute, ft.0
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For other altitudes, values obtained should be modified by multiplying by

i

where a = density ratio
PO

and p = density of air at a given altitude, slug/ft 3 .

GI
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APPENDIX 1i

ASSESSMENT OF cOMPONENT RELIABILITY PERFORMANCE

1. General

High reliability components are essential to the success and
safety oL airdrop system operations. Airdrop components are designed for
simple, positive operation, and with proper maintenance these components re-
tain their high reliability characteristics during repeated usage.

The level of reliability is usually established in accordance with
the importance of the mission, e.g., components used in personnel airdrop
systems must have high reliability characteristics, whereas components used
in cargo airdrop systems may have a lower reliability level than components
used in critical systems.

The reliability level of non-critical airdrop systems is determined
by a trade-off between the desire for high reliability and that of procurement
costs, maintenance requirement's, logistic considerations, etc.

2. Reliability Requirements

Airdrop components, especially parachutes,have much higher reli-
ability requirements than most other military equipments. For this reason it
is necessary to quantify the reliability requirements in specific terms,
identifying all the operating conditions under which the component is expected
to maintain the high reliability level.

Reliability levels for parachutes are usually described as ultra-
retLabiLity for personnel parachutes, special-weapons parachutes and similar
critical applications; and very high reliability for cargo delivery and non-
ccitical applications.

.t is ditificult to draw a shsrp line between ultra-high reliability
a,id very high reliability reluirenucmt,&; however, the choice of reliability
level.; up to 0.999 is probabiy a.±dequate lotr most purposes. This implies less
thAn one failure may be o'xicted In every thousand trials over many thousand
trials. It must be realizeci t1,at •he reli.ability values expressed in this
manner do not refer Lo OhW e.Iult 0! a singlu trial or eveit a few trials.
igeliability refers to ptr;,tn iii ttmu long rmun; when applied to a single
use, all the re1iability Jmtalyij cait ,1o t,, kuut.2 the "odds" chat the usage
,, 11 be successtul.

3. ReliL ility l.riteria

Copo.enot rell ibi% iý t ,.iti Lo shol., ;pvcify the conditions (deploy-
,aImeit speed, altitude, to•ia, .. ) kiaa-• hi'ici, it•liabiiity characteristics are
t . detut-nined. The cWite•m .uld s ioL- dafinu what constitutes a component
Ialiure. For exampl,. a parcel uvl , p,,.-achute may blow out during an airdrop,
but thn. joad may t.Li l 6oe ,,afkly dccc htxited bv..au,.,e the parachute has been1' it-I
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overdesigned to provide for such a condition. In this case the blown out panel
may or may not be considered as a component failure.

Parachutes provide the most difficult analysis problem. Actually,
there are two major considerations 4n the evaluation of parachutes; component
part reliabilit:y and operational reliability (reliability for the deployment
and opening process). Of primary concern is the reliability of load-bearing
members of the parachute including both fabric and hardware items, and is a
function of the load, and the strength of the materials from which the parts are
made. Auxiliary mechanical devices, such as reefing-line cutters, canopy dis-
connects, and timing equipments, must function with high reliabi'ity during
operation, including high shock and acceleration forces developed during develop-
ment and canopy opening.

4. Reliability Distributions (Parachutes)

From a reliability standpoint, a parachute is a one shot system.
When called upon to perform in its mission, its reliability is not dependent
on the length of time the mission will last, but rather upon success or fail-
ure in a single operation at a single time. The probability distribution
best describing such a system is the Binomial Distribution which expresses
mathematically the probability (f(x)) that failure will occur exactly x times
in N independent trials of the system, where p is the expected probability of
failure:

1\ x N-x
f(x) = x! (N-x)! p (l-p)

T. B5noumiail Dbi±tribuLion indicates that both the nLmuerator and denominator of
thue Iaction involved contain fractionaib, and that when the numbers become
Jorge, the expression is rather difficulL to evaluate.

For cases in which N (the number o1 trialb) is quite large and (p)
(Chv probability of failure) is quite small, the Poisson probability distri-
bution is a good approximation to thu binomial:

x -n
(x) "n e

In this di.,tribution, n is the average number of times the event (failure)
oecur3. or the expectation of x; numerically, n Np. Since only one factorial
ij iniolved, that of x, and since x must be small to apply the Poisson distri-
bution as ah. approximation to the Binomial, it can be seen that nunerical
m.,nipi-iLions are considerably simplified by approximation.

5. Cause. of Parachute Unreliability

The three major causes of unreliability in parachute operation may
bN definc-d .:.. (1) inadequate design; (2) materials failure due to accident;
,1nd (3) human error in parachute assembly, packing, and use. In assessing the

kl-2
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reliability of a given design, the possibility of failures from all three
causes must be considered.

From the viewpoint of operational parachutes, inadequate design is
generally not a major failure-factor in field use, because of the extensive
testing conducted during design, development and shake-down phases. Material
failures may be divided into two classes, failures of the ftbric and static-
hardware portions of parachutes, and mechanical devices which are necessary
to parachuta-system operation. The third cause of parachute failure, human
error, is more difficult to deal with than purely mechanical problems. Human
error in parachute construction and use is probably one of the primary causes
in operation of many of the most comion types of parachutes including man-
carrying parachutes and cargo parachutes. In considering the human-error
factor in parachute reliability, three major areas of possible error should be
distinguished: (1) errors in manufacture not caught by inspection procedures;
(2) errors in rigging the parachute to the load; and (3) errors in packing the
parachute.

6. Assignment of Reliability Values

Considering all of the factors discussed above it can be seen that
c:ny analysis of component reliability must be based on a predetermined set of
test conditions and specific reliability values must be assigned for each part
of the component for the different test conditions assigned. The test con-
ditions and assigned reliability val as should be determined from prior relia-
bility data on the test component or from empirical data on similar components.
lf this information is not provided by the test directive, the testing activity
must develop this reliability criteria for use in their analysis of relia-
bility test data.

Some of the conditions mentioned above must provide for complex
situations such as the assignment of reliability values for airdrops using a
number of canopies to decelerate thi cargo load. A standard computation for
this situation is:

N

pd = ) pr

r in + I

where pd Probability of failure oe the entire cluster

pr = Probability of failure of r identical canopies

N = Number of canopies in the cluster

m = Maximum number of canopies that can fail without
afftcting the success of the mission

The overall reliability ol tihe fystem, R'm. can be expressed

11-3
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R 'm = 1-pd

In the case of multi-stage systems, in which each canopy must open sequent-
.ally to decelerate the load, the reliability of each canopy is considered

as a series term in a simple p oduct-model.

Once these conditions and reliability values have been established
Cor the test component the analyst call use this informat.on for his pass/fail
criteria.

7. Reliability Levels and Confidence CoLfficients

Figure 11-1 illustrates the reliability levels for a series of tests
wth and without failures. As shown, the confidence coefficient selected has

greet uefuct on the reliability level. The choice of the confidence coef-
fiicint fo•r use in interval reliability-analysLs depends, to some extentupon
clit objectives of the evaluation. In Cihe choice of a confidence coefficient
for calculations, it must be realized that the higher the confidence coeffi-
CiA' used, the lower the reliability computed for the same set of data (and
thu higher the failure rate) and vice versa. The choice of confidence coeffi-
cioiit in practical cases tends to be dictated by the amount of test data
a;"'tlable for the evaluation. As showr, in Figure 11-1, tne data required to
diemonstrate high reliability with very high confidence is quite extensive,
even if no failures at all are encountered in the testing. Studies of the
tiounlt of testing required versus the optimum confidence-coefficient for cal-
culaLion indicate that 90 percent confidence is probably the best choice for
Lr.ost computations of reliability. ý.y working at this level, the evaluating
1%.,rc gpt z tliu grea-or:;t r.-turn for -i yix.on amn,,unt of test effort.

The major advantage el the oitfideuce-interval estimate of relia-
l-, I ity o•,vr the point estimate is the zact that theC confident coefCicient ex-
I~rc•-,. the detree of reliance which the evaluating agency may place in its

tiults. Obviously, if the reliability evahlation of a given parachute system
i., 1t, ied jnly on a limited number ot trials, there is the possibility that in
th,. text series of the trials the rebuits will bu somewhat different. Tile
po•,• v-tima~e tends to ignore this tact, coaifidonce-interval estimate

, numerically the probability that the fiilure rate on the next series
of trial., iay be different from L h,,t used it: thi. computationls. Tile dis-
,dhlvrItages of the latter estimate, )I ,ourk!, art the requirement for larger

oo I I Ita, aid a somewhat not v cai.npl ,% methI od of computation

iigure 11-1 illustrates ,rtoth,.r iiapoi tati. ta tor; ii a lailure does
'etcur. it reduces the reliability level tor tht- itmbnher o0 items tested. It

vili bv noted, by following thie .urveo; that xl testi.ng is continued and no
iuithur failures occur, the reliability level (ventually increaes Rgain to
tUit higher reliability level. For exianple. if 3ý items are tested without
toi lure the reliability level is approximately .Q) (90 percent c'nitidenee).

1 ,iie ioilurc *ccurs the retil)iility level i., decrased, h-ut If rihe next 10
itt-o, (o, total ot 45 itents tested) hao no tailute the reliability level

",) (ta,-e hack to .95 (biokeri line).

if -4
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In this way if a '!maverick" item does become part of a sample test
lot it will be recognized and discounted in the total number of items tested.
It should be noted that te-ting is continued even after a failure and tests
should not be restarted in an attempt to improve reliability figures.

H
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